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Abstract- A 15-bit 125-MS/s two-channel time-interleaved Channel 1

pipelined ADC is fabricated in a 0.18 ,um CMOS technology, and
achieves 91.9 dB SFDR, 69.9 dB SNDR for a 9.99 MHz input. CHP1 X_ Stage

1
Stage 2-Bit

The ADC uses a single sample-and-hold amplifier which employs 1 _ 17 _Flash
a precharging circuit technique to mitigate the performance Dl D17 D18 1
requirements for its opamp. Digital background calibration is F utputEncoder
applied to maintain the conversion linearity of each A/D channel v S C x Do
and also correct both gain and offset mismatches between the C P a O
two channels. Excluding 1/0 buffers, the chip occupies an area |Calibration_Processor_and_OutputEncoder
of 4.3 x 4.3 mm2 and dissipates 909 mW from a 1.8 V supply. D tD17 018

I. INTRODUCTION CHP2 7 Se *

High-resolution high-speed Nyquist-rate analog-to-digital tt Channel 2
converters (ADCs) have been predominantly realized using the qc q
pipeline architecture. High-gain opamps with linear feedback Fig 1 ADC block diagram
are often used to ensure the linearity of sample-and-hold
amplifiers and pipeline stages. To achieve more than 14-bit
resolution, the opamps are required to have a voltage gain identical analog-to-digital conversion (A/D) channels. The use
of more than 90 dB, which results in reduced speed. Thus, of a single SHA avoids any sampling skew error between the
there are few published ADCs that can achieve both more two channels. The offset and gain mismatch between the two
than 14-bit resolution and more than 100-MS/s sample rate. A/D channels are corrected in the backend digital domain.
The BiCMOS ADC of [1] achieves 75 dB SNR and 100 dB The final digital output is obtained by multiplexing the outputs
SFDR at 125 MS/s sample rate, but also consumes 1.95 W from the two A/D channels.
of power. The BiCMOS ADC of [2] achieves 70.2 dB SNDR The two random choppers, CHPI and CHP2, are placed
and 79.9 dB SFDR at 100 MS/s sample rate by using time- in front of the two A/D channels respectively. The choppers
interleaved architecture with foreground digital calibration. It can multiplex the SHAs outputs to perform time-interleaving
consumes 1.4 W of power. The CMOS ADC of [3] employs operation. They also randomize the polarity of the sampled
digital calibration to mitigate the requirements for the opamps. input seen by the two A/D channels, so that the overall offsets
But it achieves only 70 dB total harmonic distortion (THD) of the A/D channels can be calibrated [4]. The choppers are
at 100-MS/s sample rate. controlled by a binary-valued random sequence, qc.
The ADC reported in this paper comprises two time- Each A/D channel consists of 17 radix-2 1.5-bit switched-

interleaving pipelined A/D channels to achieve an equivalent
sampe rte f12MSs. sigle ampe-ad-hod apliiercapacitor (SC) pipeline stages and a final 2-bit flash stage.

The pipeline employs a correlation-based digital background
(SHA) is used to avoid the sampling phase error between calibration scheme to achieve high linearity [5]. A q random
the two channels. The SHA uses a precharging circuit con- . . .
figuration to mitigate its requirements for the opamp which tionc
has to operate at maximum clock rate of 125 MHz. Digital
calibration is employed to maintain the conversion linearity III. SAMPLE-AND-HOLD AMPLIFIER (SHA)
of each A/D channel and also correct both gain and offset
mismatches between the two channels. The calibration is Fig. 2 shows the schematic of a precharged SHA that
proceeded continuously without interrupting the normal A/D has been proposed for time-interleaved A/D applications [6].
operations. The ADC chip was fabricated in a 0.18 pm 1P6M During the 03 sample mode (03 = 1 and 01 = 1), the
CMOS technology with MIM capacitors, and operates under input not only drives the Cil and C12 sampling capacitors
a single 1.8 V supply. but also precharges the SHA's output nodes including the

input capacitive loadings of the A/D channel 1, C1 and CL2.
II. ADC ARCHITECTURE During the 04 sample mode (04~= 1 and 01 = 1), the

Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of the time-interleaved ADC input capacitive loadings of the A/D channel 2, CL3 and CL4,
presented in this paper. It consists of a single SHA and two are precharged instead. During both sample mode period, the
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Fig. 5. SHnas operational amplifier.
opamp's outputs are equalized by the SO switch, thus, the two
output coupling capacitors,Ct 1 and Cd2, are added. When
switching to the hold mode (nd= 0), the opamp's outputs injection in the o phase is different from that in theo4phase.
can settle to their final values in a shorter time period without Fig. 4 shows the circuit schematic of the modified
slewing due to the precharging. The combination of output precharged SHA used in this ADC design. Two unity-gain
capacitor coupling and precharging also reduces the opamp's buffers, B 1 and B2, are added so that the 1K-to-V0 frequency
dc gain and output voltage swing requirements so that higher response can remain the same during either the 0b3 sample
speed can be achieved, phase or theO~4 sample phase. The charge injection from the

However, the linearity of the precharged SHA shown in SI and S2 switches can no longer affect the final V0 output
Fig. 2 can be degraded by the mismatches between the S3-S4 in the hold mode. The charge injections from the additional
output network and the S5-S6 output network. Fig. 3 shows S5 and S6 switches as well as mismatches between the output
the SHAs single-ended circuit configuration during the sample multiplexer networks have little effect on the final V0 value
mode and the hold mode. The S3 and S5 switches are modeled during the hold mode. Also shown in Fig. 4 are the CHPI
as two voltage-controlled resistors, RS3 and RS5. During the and CHP2 choppers. This SHA samples the input using the
0k3 sample phase, the RS3-CL, network is connected to the 01 clock with sampling rate at fs = 125 MS/s. Each chopper
V0 node. During theO~4 sample phase, the RS5-CL3 network consists of 4 analog switches controlled by either 0k3 or qk4
is connected to the V0 node. If there are mismatches between clocks with frequency at fs/2. Their outputs are inverted when
the RS3-CLI and RS5-CL3 networks, the 1K-to-V0 frequency qc = 0.
response in the sample node is varied when the SHA alternates Fig. 5 shows the schematic of the opamp used in the
between the (h- and (k4 phases. Furthermore, when the SHA SHA. The fully differential two-stage configuration consists
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sequence into the pipeline stage, it is possible to calibrate a
Fig. 7. SC pipelined stage for digital background calibration. pipeline stage without interrupting its normal A/D operation.

Fig. 8 shows the scheme of digital background calibration.
The Vj+1 output of the j-th pipeline stage is digitized by a

input common-mode voltage is set to 0.95 V, and the output backend z-ADC with a corresponding D, digital output. The
conmon-mode voltage is set to 1.15 V. The opamp can z-ADC comprises of the (j + l)-th, (j + 2)-th. v pipeline

overall dc voltage gain of the opamp is more than 90 dB. The stages. The DZ signal is correlated with a q' random sequenceoveramp dissipatages ga of opampnis achievesthaunin 9and then integrated on an accumulator. The q' signal has
opamp dissipates 100 mW of power and achieves a unity-gain the same waveform pattern as the q sequence but alternates
frequency of 1.66 MHz with C1 = 4 pF, C0 = 6 pF, and between +1 and -1. The resulting output Wj,i(D,) is taken
CL = 4 pF. only after M cycles of integration, where M is the period of

Fig. 6 shows the schematic of the B 1 and B2 unity-gain the q random sequence. In one M period, the q' sequence
buffers. It is a simple single-stage amplifier with an open-loop needs to have equal number of +1 and -1. The Wj,i(D,)
dc voltage gain of 32 dB. Each buffer dissipates 13 mW of represents the magnitude of the q random sequence seen
power while driving a total output capacitive load of 7 pF, by the z-ADC, where DC is either +1 or -1 depending on
and has a unity-gain frequency of 2.3 GHz and a slew rate the polarity of the q sequence. The final calibration data,
of 1 V/nsec. The behavior of the buffers can deviate from an Wj(D,) where DC E {-1, 0, + 1}, are assembled by letting
ideal one due to the offset and low open-loop voltage gain of Wj(D,) =

jWi (D,) and Wj(0) = 0.
the amplifier. This non-ideal buffer behavior is not crucial, but Assume there are P pipeline stages in each A/D channel
the deviation results in a less accurate precharge operation, and and only the first K stage are subjected to calibration. For
demands an increase in the opamp's voltage gain to maintain

a onK, we an se Dr) suDjec alibrationispcd
the SHA:saccuracy. ~~~~~J> K, we can choose Wj(D,) = DC. Calibration iS precededthe SHA's accuracy. backward and sequentially while the ADC performing normal

IV. CALIBRATION AND DIGITAL ENCODING A/D conversion. First, the K-th stage is calibrated using the

The digital background calibration described in [5] is used backend stages, from (K+ 1) to P, as the z-ADC to extract the

to ensure the conversion linearity of each A/D channel. To WK(DC) data. Then, the (K - 1)-th stage is calibrated using
the backend stages, from K to P, as the z-ADC to extractedfacilitate background calibration, the first six pipeline stages the WkendD ta. Trocedure ctu owthe first

employ the circuit schematic shown in Fig. 7. The capacitor
C, is equally split into 4 fragments, CS,1 to CS,4. For an ideal stage to complete one calibration cycle.

rs C Fig. 9 shows the block diagram for output encoding and
radixv2pipelinelstage,Cf=C= 1CiDurigthes correction in each A/D channel. The channel encoder calcu-

phase (03 = 1), the V1 stage input is stored in CS and Cf lates the raw A/D output, Dri, from pipeline stage's digital
capacitors and is also compared with the ±0.25Vr references
to generate a Di stage digital code, where Di E o-t1,u0,+t,P o a , Y ap lg
During the hold phase (0b4 = 1), all the CS capacitors are P W;(D;)
connected to D1 x Vr except the CS,1 capacitor which is Dr1 = 21(l
connected to q X Vr. The q random sequence alternates between =
+1 and 0 or between -1 and 0. By injecting a random The Dri stream is free of nonlinearities caused by the gain
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Fig. 10. Die micrograph of the prototyping ADC. Fig. 11. Measured DNL and INL.

errors of the pipeline stages. To equalize the conversion gains _100t f =125MHz e-SFDR (Cal. On)
of the two A/D channels, the MULl multiplier multiplies the xFRClQf
Dr1 with a Gc gain correction factor, and generates the Dr2 +-+SFNDR (Cal.Off)1
stream. The calibration processor shown in Fig. 9 calculates v 0 >
the GC factor from the acquired calibration data by using _-

2 X EiJ- 211 a0
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The overall dc offset of the A/D channel, Dro, is extracted °Input Frequency (MHz)
from the Dr2 stream by a low-pass filter (LPF) [4]. The Dr3
stream is the Dr2 stream with its dc offset removed. Finally, Fig. 12. Measured SNDR and SFDR versus input frequencies.
the single channel output, Do where m E { 1,2}, is obtained
by unscrambling the Dr3 stream with the qc sequence.

versus input frequencies at 125 MS/s sampling rate. The
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS calibration can improve the SNDR by more than 10 dB and

Fig 10shosteAC'schi mirogaph Chp cre rea the SFDR about 30 dB when the input frequencies up to the
is 4.3 x 4.3 mm2. Digital circuits occupy 11% of the total Nyquist frequency.
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